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World Masters Games 2025 Taipei & New Taipei City Participation Terms and Conditions 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1 The Participant, by submitting an application, acknowledges, accepts, and agrees to abide by 

the Participation Terms and Conditions (hereinafter referred to as the “Participation Terms and 

Conditions”) of the World Masters Games 2025 Taipei & New Taipei City (hereinafter 

“WMG2025”). 

2. Interpretation Definition 

The terms used in these Participation Terms and Conditions are defined as follows: 

2.1 “Accreditation Card” refers to the badge with photo that is presented as an official physical 

and digital document issued to the Participants by the Organizing Committee of the WMG2025. 

2.2 The “Anti-Doping Code” refers to the World Anti-Doping Code published by the World Anti-

Doping Agency (https://www.wada-ama.org/en) and the Anti-Doping Code published by the 

International Masters Games Association (IMGA) (https://imga.ch/masters-sports/anti-doping), 

as well as the “Anti-Doping Rules” that the IMGA has established and published. 

2.3 “Athlete” refers to an individual or team member who registers to participate in at least one 

sports category in the WMG2025 and participates in sports competition. According to physical 

condition, they are divided into Athletes and Para-Athletes. 

2.4 “Co-organizers” refers to the co-organizing counties and cities, venue units, sports associations 

and schools that work with the Organizer to organize the WMG2025. 

2.5 “Entry Fee” refers to the fee for registering to participate in the WMG2025. 

2.6 “Force Majeure Event” refers to any event or circumstances beyond the reasonable control of 

the Organizer that affects the Organizer’s ability to perform its obligations under these 

Participation Terms and Conditions including but not limited to: labor- or civil disputes, wars, 

political actions, riots, fires, weather events, natural disasters, terrorist threats, and infectious 

diseases, etc. 

2.7 “IMGA” refers to the International Masters Games Association. 

2.8 “Non-Playing Official” an individual such a coach or a manager, or a team official, such as a 

recorder, who has registered to assist an Athlete to participate in the WMG2025. 

2.9 “Organizer” refers to the World Masters Games 2025 Taipei & New Taipei City Organizing 

Committee 

2.10 “Para-Athlete Assistant” means a person who assists Para-Athletes in competing. Each Para- 

Athlete allowed one Para-Athlete Assistant. 

2.11 “Participant” refers to Athletes, Para Athletes, Non-Playing Officials, Supporters (including 

those under 12 years old) and Para-Athlete Assistants. 

2.12 “Sport Category” refers to the type of sport specified in Point 10 of the “Competition Plan.” 

2.13 “Supporter” means an individual who has registered to accompany any team or athlete to 

compete in the WMG2025, and who is not an Athlete, Para Athlete, or Non-Playing Official. 

https://www.wada-ama.org/en
https://imga.ch/masters-sports/anti-doping
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2.14 “Welcome kit” refers to the welcome package provided by the Organizer to paying Participants, 

which includes backpack, cap, water bottle, towel, and a set of environmental friendly cutlery. 

The final content of the Welcome kit is subject to the Organizer’s discretion. 

2.15 “WMG2025” refers to the World Masters Games 2025 Taipei & New Taipei City. 

2.16 Unless otherwise agreed, the dates and times stated are based on Taiwan standard time (UTC+8 

time zone). 

3. Name of the competition 

World Masters Games 2025 Taipei & New Taipei City 

4. Organizer 

World Masters Games 2025 Taipei & New Taipei City Organizing Committee 

5. Co-Host 

International Masters Games Association (IMGA) 

6. Supervising unit 

Sports Administration, Ministry of Education 

7. Sponsors 

To be updated upon confirmation of the sponsors. 

8. Participant types and eligibility 

8.1 Participants are classified as follows: 

8.1.1 Athletes 

Those wishing to participate in the WMG2025 should refer to the ‘Sport Information 

Guidelines of the respective sports for the eligibility criteria (including, but not limited 

to, age- and physical fitness restrictions). 

8.1.2 Non-Playing Officials 

Non-Playing Official must be 18 years old or older by May 1, 2025.. 

8.1.3 Supporters 

Those under the age of 18 before May 1, 2025 should obtain the consent of their 

guardian, and submit a consent form to the Organizer for confirmation when 

registering. 

8.1.4 Para Athlete Assistant (hereinafter referred to as “Para-Assistant”): the person who 

assists Para Athletes in competition. 

8.2 Participants should do a self-assessment, and confirm that they are physically and mentally 

capable of participating in the WMG2025; they should complete a Health Statement at time of 

registering. 

8.3 The Organizer reserves the right to final review and cancellation of Participant eligibility. If the 

Organizer deems that a Participant’s taking part in the WMG2025 will adversely affect the 

health condition or interests of the Participant or any other person, the Organizer may disqualify 

the participant. 

9. Games schedule: 
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Welcome ceremony: May 17, 2025 (Saturday), Taipei Dome 

Competition schedule: May 17 (Saturday) to May 30 (Friday), 2025 

Farewell Ceremony: May 30, 2025 (Friday), Tamsui Fisherman’s Wharf 

10. Competitions 

No. Sports Discipline Competition schedule Competition venue 

1 ⦿Archery Target archery 5/25-5/29 
Banqiao Stadium, New Taipei 

City  

2 Athletics 

Road race 5/25 Taipei City Hall Square 

Track & Field 

5/18-5/24 Taipei Stadium 

5/18-5/22 
Banqiao Stadium, New Taipei 

City  

3 ⦿ Aquatics 
 

Swimming 5/18-5/23 
University of Taipei (Tianmu 

Campus) Shih-hsin Hall 

Diving 5/26-5/29 
University of Taipei (Tianmu 

Campus) Shih-hsin Hall 

Water polo 5/23-5/29 
Taipei Songshan Sports Center 

Xinzhuang Civil Sports Center 

Open water 5/24 Breeze Canal 

4 ⦿Badminton  5/19-5/28 Taipei Gymnasium 

5 
Baseball and 

Softball 

Baseball 

5/27-5/28 Taipei Dome 

5/18-5/26 

Tianmu Baseball Stadium 

Xinzhuang Baseball Stadium 

Sanchung Baseball Stadium 

Softball 
5/19-23 

5/25-29 

Metropolitan Baseball Field. 

Zhongshan Baseball Field  

Slow Pitch 

Softball 
5/19-5/27 

Yingfeng Riverside Park 

Softball Field 

Qingpu Slowpitch Softball 

Stadium  
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Qingpu Slow Softball Field  

Longtan Sports Complex- 

Softball Field 

6 ⦿ Basketball 

Basketball 5/23-5/29 

Heping Basketball Gymnasium 

National Taiwan University of 

Science and Technology 

Gymnasium 

Fu Jen Catholic University 

Chung Mei Auditorium 

Sanchung Gymnasium, New 

Taipei City 

Sanchong Civil Sports Center 

3x3 Basketball 

5/21-5/23 New Taipei City plaza 

5/17-5/23 

Zhonghe Civil Sports Center 

Banqiao Civil Sports Center 

Tucheng Civil Sports Center 

7 Boules Petanque 5/19-5/29 
Guanshan Riverside Park  

Pétanque Terrain (to be built) 

8 Canoe 

Sprint 5/18-5/22 Breeze Canal  

Slalom  5/26-5/28 Annong River 

Canoe Polo 5/19-5/22 Breeze Canal 

Marathon 5/23-5/25 Dajia Riverside Park 

Dragon boat 
5/21-5/22 

5/26-5/28 

Breeze Canal/  

Dajia Riverside Park 

9 Cycling 

Road race 5/26-5/29 

Jinshan Huangqing Bridge 

Guanshan Riverside Park 

Cycling Training Circuit 

Track  5/18-5/22 Hsinchu City Velodrome 

10 Dance sport 
Standard  

5/27-5/29 Taipei Arena 
Latin 

11 Fencing Epee 5/17-5/22 
University of Taipei (Tianmu 

Campus)  Gymnasium 
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12 Flying Disc 

Ultimate 5/18-5/24 
Huazhong Riverside Park 

Football Field 

Disc golf 5/23-5/29 Huazhong Riverside Park 

13 Football 
Football  

(11-a side) 
5/17-5/30 

Yingfeng Riverside Park 

Football Fields   

University of Taipei (Tianmu 

Campus) Track and Field 

Stadium 

Xinzhuang Stadium. 

Fu-jen Catholic 

University Stadium 

Hsinchu County Second Stadium 

National Taiwan University 

(ChuPei Branch Campus) 

football field 

14 Golf  

5/20-5/22 

(TBC)Taiwan Golf & Country 

Club 

(TBC)Linkou International Golf 

& Country Club 

(TBC)Taipei Golf Club 

(TBC)Lily Golf & Country Club 

5/24-5/25 
(TBC)Sunrise Golf & Country 

Club 

15 Handball  5/18-5/24 Luzhou Civil Sports Center 

16 Hockey 
Hockey 

(11-a side) 
5/20-5/28 

Longtan Sports Complex- 

Hockey Fields 

17 ⦿ Judo  5/19-5/24 Taipei Arena 

18 Karate 

Kata 

5/25-5/29 
University of Taipei (Tianmu 

Campus)  Gymnasium Kumite 

19 Lifesaving Surf lifesaving 5/27-5/29 Fulong Beach 

20 Orienteering 
Medium 

distance 
5/26-5/28 Bishan Campsites 
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Sprint 5/21-5/23 
National Dr. Sun Yat-sen 

Memorial Hall 

21 Rowing  5/23-5/28 Dongshan River Water Park 

22 Rugby 
Rugby (15- a 

side) 
5/19-5/27 

Bailing Riverside park rugby 

field 

23 Sailing 

Sailing 5/18-5/23 

Fulong Beach 

Windsurfing  5/19-5/23 

24 ⦿ Shooting 

Clay Target 5/19-5/28 
National Shooting Training Base 

- Gongxi Shooting Range 

Pistol, Rifle 5/19-5/25 
National Shooting Training Base 

- Gongxi Shooting Range 

25 Squash  5/18-5/27 

National Taiwan University 

Sports Center 

Taoyuan City Luzhu Civil Sports 

Center 

26 Surfing  5/19-5/25 Wushi Harbor Waiao Beach 

27 
⦿Table 

Tennis 

 5/21-5/29 
Xinzhuang Gymnasium, New 

Taipei City 

28 Taekwondo 
Poomsae 

5/25-5/29 Shulin Sports Center(Gym) 
Kyorugi 

29 ⦿ Tennis  5/17-5/30 

Taipei Tennis Center 

Shulin Sports Center (Clay 

Tennis Center) 

30 Triathlon 

Triathlon 5/24-5/25 Meihua Lake Scenic Area 

Aquathlon 5/24 Meihua Lake Scenic Area 

31 Tug of war 

Outdoor tug of 

war 
5/22-5/24 

Guanshan Riverside Park 

Cycling Training Circuit 

Indoor tug of 

war 
5/18-5/20 Heping Basketball Gymnasium 

32 Volleyball 
Indoor 

volleyball 
5/18-22,5/26-29 

Chinese Culture University 

Gymnasium 

National Taiwan University 

Sports Center 
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Note: 1. Please refer to the Sport Information Guideline for details of each sports category. 

2. ⦿ Includes para sports. 

       3.The medal of demonstration sport will be in different design. 

11. Registration policy 

11.1 Individual registration is required for all Participants in the WMG2025, and each member of a 

team must register individually as well. Supporters under the age of 12 (People who are born 

on or after May 1, 2013) must have their personal information registered in the system. 

11.2 Those interested in participating in the WMG2025 should register on the official website’s 

registration system via computer or smartphone. For instructions, refer to the “Registration 

System Operation Manual” . 

11.3 To register as an Athlete, each participant should register for at least 1 event under1 sport 

category, and up to 7 events under 3 sport categories before the number of applicants for each 

sport category is full. If it is necessary to change the sport category or event, the Athlete can 

make appropriate changes in the registration system before the registration system closes. 

11.4 Team sports participants should complete team formation before the registration system closes, 

and the number of participants should reach the registration threshold of each team sport. (See 

the Sport Information Guideline for more details about the number of people in each team sport). 

If team formation cannot be completed or the registration number threshold cannot be reached 

before the registration system is closed, the Organizer will cancel the registration application. 

11.5 When Athletes register for more than two sports or events, they should self-evaluate and confirm 

that they have sufficient time to participate in the registered sports or events based on the 

schedule announced by the Organizer to prevent scheduling conflicts and thus being unable to 

participate in the game. 

11.6 Participants shall participate in competition in their own name and shall not transfer their 

participation eligibility to others without permission or use any other means to have someone 

else participate in competition on their behalf. 

11.7 The WMG2025 are organized in compliance with the related regulations of IMGA and the 

International Olympic Committee (hereinafter referred to as the “IOC”). Participants shall abide 

Beach volleyball 

5/18-22,5/25-29 Blue Bay Park 

5/18-5/21 Taipei City Hall Square 

33 Weightlifting  5/20-5/29 Hsinchu County Stadium 

Demonstration Sport  

34 Gateball  5/22-5/25 
Taoyuan City Track and Field 

Stadium 

35 Woodball  5/19-5/27 
Guanshan Riverside Park 

Woodball field 
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by the above regulations and all etiquette regulations of the IOC. Those who violate the rules 

may be disqualified by the Organizer. 

11.8 For applicants of team sports, the registered team names should primarily consist in English and 

use Arabic numerals and an optional Chinese team name can also be chosen. The team’s name 

must not exceed 26 alphanumeric characters, the Chinese team’s name must not exceed 8 

characters and must not involve race, religion, gender, political discrimination, or propaganda. 

The Organizer reserves the final review and, if necessary, to disqualify the registrant. 

11.9 Participants must adhere to the IOC Framework on Fairness, Inclusion and Non-Discrimination 

on the Basis of Gender Identity and Sex Variations (refer to 

https://olympics.com/ioc/documents/athletes/ioc-framework-on-fairness-inclusion-and-non-

discrimination-on-the-basis-of-gender-identity-and-sex-variations). 

 

12. Registration system opening 

12.1 The registration system is opened from 14:00:00 p.m. on February 17, 2024 to 23:59:59 p.m. 

on February 17, 2025. (please refer to the WMG2025 official website for the latest information) 

12.2 When registering for a sport category, Athletes will be eligible to participate after completing 

payment on a first-come and first-served basis. If the number of applicants is at capacity before 

the registration deadline, registration will be closed immediately and applications will no longer 

be accepted. If participants are interested, they can register on the waiting list (to be planned). 

Periodically, the Organizer will suspend the system access and confirm registration status. After 

this confirmation, if any places are still available, the WMG2025 website will announce this 

and registration will be re-opened. 

12.3 When necessary, Participants with completed registration may change their enrollment 

information, such as the type of sport, event, or team members, prior to closure of the enrollment 

system. The Organizer will not accept any change to enrollment information after the closure 

of the enrollment system (including but not limited to change of the type of sport, team, or 

withdrawal). 

13. Entry fee 

13.1 The Entry Fee should be paid by all categories of participants. (*except for accompanying 

persons under 12 years of age and Para Athlete Assistants) - Individual Entry fees are as follows: 

WMG2025 Entry fees  

Participant 
Entry fee (NTD) 

Place of residence Type of certificate Status 

Overseas Holds passport 

Athlete NTD 7,500 

Non-Playing Official NTD 3,600 

Supporter over 12 NTD 3,600 

Supporter under 12 Not required 

Para-Assistant Not required 

https://olympics.com/ioc/documents/athletes/ioc-framework-on-fairness-inclusion-and-non-discrimination-on-the-basis-of-gender-identity-and-sex-variations
https://olympics.com/ioc/documents/athletes/ioc-framework-on-fairness-inclusion-and-non-discrimination-on-the-basis-of-gender-identity-and-sex-variations
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Taiwan 
Holds R.O.C. passport, 

National Health Insurance 

card or R.O.C. resident card 

Athlete NTD 3,600 

Non-Playing Officials NTD 1,800 

Overseas 

Supporter over 12 NTD 1,800 

Supporter under 12 Not required 

Para-Assistant Not required 

13.1.1 Whether a participant resides in Taiwan or abroad is determined at the time of 

registration. After registration is complete, if there is a change in the place of residence, 

Participants may not request any changes or refunds from the Organizer on this basis. 

13.1.2 The early bird discount plan for Entry Fee is as follows: 

Stage one: from 14:00:00 p.m. on February 17, 2024 to 23:59:59 p.m. on April 17, 

2024. Enjoy a 30% discount on the Entry Fee. 

Stage Two: Stage two: from 00:00:00 a.m. on April 18, 2024 to 23:59:59 p.m. on 

September 17, 2024 Enjoy a 20% discount on the Entry Fee. 

13.1.3 Base on this Entry fee, to register as an Athlete, each participant should register for at 

least 1 event under1 sport category and can pick maximum 5 events in 1 sport, 7 events 

across maximum 3 sports. Please check the sports category and event in each Sports 

Information Guideline. 

13.2 Participants must complete the payment process and will obtain a confirmation email from the 

Organizer. 

13.3 Participants can pay the Entry Fee in New Taiwan Dollars (NTD) on the WMG2025 website. 

The currency shall be NTD. If payment is made in other currencies, the amount shall be based 

on the exchange rate at the time of payment. 

13.4 The Entry Fee is payable as follows; an additional cost processing fee will apply: 

13.4.1 Internationally recognized credit cards: Credit card processing fees will be charged 

according to the following criteria on a single-transaction basis: 

Document  Athlete Non-Playing Official Supporter 

Passport NTD 192 NTD 92 NTD 92 

R.O.C Document NTD 66 NTD 33 NTD 33 

13.4.2 Pay Taipei: In addition to the Entry Fee, an additional cost processing fee of NT$6 will 

be charged on a single-transaction basis. 

13.4.3 Domestic convenience store collection: In addition to the Entry Fee, an additional cost 

processing fee of NT$6 will be charged and will be charged on a single-transaction 

basis 

13.5 The Entry Fee does not include any form of medical or travel insurance other than the insurance 

purchased by the Organizer. 

13.6 Participants who need to change their participation status before the registration system is closed, 

must do so in the following manner: 

13.6.1 Changing from Non-Playing Official or Supporter to Athlete: Access the registration 
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system to update your competition registration information. Apply for a refund of the 

original registration fee paid as a Non-Playing Official or Supporter, and then pay the 

updated registration fee required for athletes. 

13.6.2 To change from Athlete to Non-Playing Official or Supporter: Access the registration 

system to update your competition registration information. Apply for a refund of the 

original registration fee paid as an Athlete, and then pay the updated registration fee 

required for Non-Playing Officials or Supporters. 

13.7 If a participant change is in addition to the preceding article, the change will not be to have been 

completed until any subsidiary fees that arise have been paid. 

13.8 The WMG2025 provides rental services for rowing boats, canoes, and sailboats. Users need to 

contact the supplier and pay the leasing fee. (Please refer to the WMG2025 website for 

information) (to be planned). 

14. Registration cancellation and refund policy 

14.1 If a Participant decides to cancel their participation after the completion of the application 

procedure due to personal reasons, the Organizer shall handle refunds in accordance with the 

following agreement: 

Time period Refund method 

2/17/2024 14 p.m.–2/17/2025 at 11:59:59 p.m. Full refund of Entry Fee 

2/18/2025 0 a.m.–2/24/2025 at 11:59:59 p.m. Refund of 80% of Entry Fee 

2/25/2025 0 a.m.–3/17/2025 at 11:59:59 p.m. Refund of 60% of Entry Fee 

From 3/18/2025 0 a.m. onward No refund 

14.2 After the Participant cancels registration, the Organizer will delete the Participant’s 

qualification in the registration system, and will not provide an Accreditation Card or Welcome 

kit. 

14.3 The Organizer may adjust the competition venue, schedule, format or age groups based on the 

needs of the WMG2025, and may use new venues, schedules, or incorporate Athletes into new 

groups without prior consent from the Athletes. Participants will participate based on the results 

of adjustments by the Organizer and shall not claim any compensation. 

14.4 The Organizer shall handle refunds under the following circumstances: 

14.4.1 If the Organizer suspends the WMG2025 before the opening ceremony or during the 

WMG2025, or cancels all sports categories registered by the participant, the participant 

may apply to the Organizer for a full refund of the Entry Fee. 

14.4.2 If a Participant who has registered for a team sport cannot form a team before the 

registration system closes, or the number of team Participants does not reach the 

registration threshold for the team sport, the Participant may apply to the Organizer for 

a full refund. 

14.5 If a Participant dies before the opening ceremony or the start of the competition, his or her 

family members may apply for a refund by presenting the relevant supporting documents. 
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14.6 If a Participant cancels a boat rental after booking it through WMG2025’s official website, 

which leases it from the supplier, the refund procedure will be in accordance with the agreement 

between the Participant and the supplier. 

14.7 When a Participant meets the requirements of the aforementioned refund agreement, they 

should fill in the refund application form in the registration system and attach copies of relevant 

certificates within six months after receiving the Organizer’s email notification. If they fail to 

comply with the deadline, no refund will be given by the Organizer. 

15. Rights of Participants 

15.1 Participant rights are as follows: 

15.1.1 Right to compete: refers to the right to compete as an Athlete. 

15.1.2 The right to participate in competition: refers to the right to participate in the 

WMG2025 as an Para-assistant for an Athlete or as a match official assigned by the 

team. 

15.1.3 The right to attend the welcome and farewell ceremonies and specific areas: refers to 

the right to attend the welcome and farewell ceremonies and present the Accreditation 

Card provided by the Organizer to enter specific areas. 

● Admission to the ceremony venue 

In order to ensure the safety of the venue, in addition to confirming the identity of the 

Participant when entering, there are also inspections of personal belongings and food 

and drink restrictions. Your cooperation in this is requested. For details about the 

welcome and farewell ceremonies, please refer to the WMG2025 website for the latest 

information. 

15.1.4 The right to participate in the WMG2025 activities: refers to the right to participate in 

the welcome party and cultural activities organized by the Organizer. 

15.1.5 The right to use the shuttle bus: means the right to take the free shuttle bus provided 

by the WMG2025 including shuttle services to and from the airport and some 

competition venues. For details, please refer to the latest information on the WMG2025 

website. 

15.1.6 Welcome kit: Paying participants will receive a Welcome kit provided by the 

WMG2025 (Please refer to the WMG2025 website for the latest information on the 

final confirmed items of the Welcome kit) 

15.1.7 Transportation Card: A transportation ticket card is provided, which allows free use of 

public transportation within 14 days. 

15.2 Athletes have the right to compete, attend the welcome and farewell ceremonies and specific 

areas, participate in the WMG2025 -events, use the shuttle bus, and receive a Welcome kit 

(including smart wearable devices) and transportation tickets (only for those who live abroad). 
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15.3 Non-Playing Officials have the right to participate in competition, attend the welcome and 

farewell ceremonies and specific areas, participate in the WMG2025 events, use the shuttle bus, 

and receive Welcome kit and transportation ticket (only for those who live abroad). 

15.4 Supporters have the right to attend the welcome and farewell ceremonies and specific areas, the 

right to participate in the WMG2025 events, the right to use the shuttle bus, and receive a 

Welcome kit (only for those over 13 years old) and a transportation ticket (only for those living 

abroad). 

15.5 Para-Assistants have the right to participate in competitions, the right to attend the welcome and 

farewell ceremonies and specific areas, the right to participate in the WMG2025 events, and the 

right to use shuttle buses and transportation tickets (only for those who live abroad). 

16. The Game’s insurance 

The insurance policy taken out by the Organizer covers “Athletes, Non-Playing Officials and accredited 

Supporters,” and coverage includes “death, disability or bodily injury caused by the WMG2025 events 

at the competition venue during the games,” but it does not cover all risks in the competition. Injuries, 

illnesses, and other accidents that occur outside the competition process shall not be attributed to the 

Organizer. In addition to the insurance provided by the Organizer, participants may assess whether they 

need to take out other insurance (including but not limited to injury insurance, travel insurance, or 

medical insurance). 

17. The Game’s accreditation 

17.1 Participants must complete the competition accreditation process within the competition 

accreditation period (May 10 through May 30, 2025), except for Participants and Non-Playing 

Officials who are required to complete the competition accreditation process prior to the start 

of the competition for the sports in which they are participating. 

17.2 The Accreditation Center is located at Warehouse No. 2, Songshan Cultural and Creative Park 

(No. 133, Guangfu South Road, Xinyi District, Taipei City, 11072). 

17.3 Accreditation Center opening hours: For details, please refer to the latest information on the 

WMG2025 website. 

17.4 Participants will receive an Accreditation Card after completing the registration and payment 

procedures in the registration system. All Participants must collect the Accreditation Card on-

site. Participants are allowed to be represented by others (other Participants may collect it on 

their behalf, but they must still present relevant certificates and authorization letters). 

17.5 When Participants go to the Accreditation Center site to collect their certificate, they must show 

the registration completion message screen of their mobile device, provide the registration serial 

number or QR Code to the center; and present a valid identity document (such as ID card, 

passport, residence permit, etc.). After the Accreditation Center verifies identity, the 

Participant’s Accreditation Card and Welcome kit will be handed over (including transportation 

card for foreign participants). 
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17.6 If the Participant fails to receive the Accreditation Card or Welcome kit within the time specified 

by the Organizer, he or she will be deemed to have given up the right to receive it, and no 

replacement will be allowed. 

17.7 Participants should carry the Accreditation Card with them during the Game and present the 

certification card upon request by the Organizer. If a participant fails to produce an 

Accreditation Card upon request by the Organizer, the Organizer may prohibit or restrict the 

participant from entering or leaving a specific area or area of the competition. 

17.8 Participants are prohibited from transferring the Accreditation Card to other Participants or 

other parties. 

17.9 Participants should properly keep the Accreditation Card. If it becomes damaged or lost, they 

may apply to the Organizer for a reissue on a one-time basis only at the Accreditation Center. 

17.10 If a Participant is found to have used any invalid or forged Accreditation Card, or has used 

another person’s Accreditation Card, or provided the Accreditation Card to others, the 

Organizer shall immediately cancel the Participant’s eligibility and confiscate the Participant’s 

Accreditation Card; such Participants may not request a refund from the organize or request 

compensation. 

18. Sport entry 

18.1 After the completion of accreditation, Athletes should complete the sport entry process in 

competition venue. Those who participate in more than two sports or events should complete 

each sport entry separately. 

19. Doping control in sports 

19.1 The Organizers will cooperate with the Chinese Taipei Anti-Doping Agency to implement the 

testing of prohibited substances in accordance with the Anti-Doping Code. 

19.2 By completing the registration, the Participant is deemed to have agreed to comply with the 

Anti-Doping Code and to undergo testing for prohibited substances during the Competition. 

19.3 The competition will implement doping controls in the following ways: 

19.3.1 Athletes who are selected to undergo sports drug testing will be notified after the 

competition and must enter the D station under the supervision of the notifier 

throughout the process. 

19.3.2 After an Athlete undergoes a doping control test at a doping control station, the tested 

Athlete’s samples shall be collected into a container and properly stored under the 

supervision of the doping control officer, and transported to a WADA-certified 

laboratory for testing. 

20. Personal data protection 

20.1 The Organizer and IMGA shall collect, process and use Participants’ personal information in 

compliance with the relevant provisions of the Personal Data Protection Act , this competition’s 

“Privacy Policy” and IMGA Privacy Policy. 
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20.2 Participants must carefully read and confirm the competition’s “Privacy Policy” at the time of 

registration. 

20.3 Through the contact information that Participants agree to provide, and after obtaining their 

consent, the Organizer and IMGA and 3rd parties may provide Participants with relevant 

information about the competition, matters related to the rights and interests of Participants, as 

well as about future WMG events 

20.4 The Organizer may, if necessary and in accordance with the “Privacy Policy” of the competition, 

provide the registration information of non-ROC national participants to border control agencies 

for the purpose of immigration control. 

21. Image and media use 

21.1 Participants agree that the Organizer, IMGA and the sponsors of the games can obtain their 

name, age, voice, image, achievements, performance and other content through photography, 

filming, recording and any other means. 

21.2 Participants agree that the images obtained by the Organizer, IMGA and the competition 

sponsors as stipulated in Article 20.1 may be used in the media (including but not limited to 

broadcasts, photos, publications, podcasts, movies, promotional materials, CDs, DVDs, 

websites, social media platforms, radio and television broadcasts) during and after the 

competition (including providing them to third parties), and the Organizer, IMGA and 

competition sponsors do not need to pay participants for use. 

21.3 The ownership of the images, intellectual property rights and all other rights belong to the 

Organizer and the IMGA; participants agree to waive all rights of prior inspection, approval of 

use and subsequent dissatisfaction. 

21.4 Participants agree that their names, team names, and competition results can be published during 

and before and after the competition. 

22. Contact or notification methods 

22.1 The Organizer may contact or notify Participants through the following methods, and 

Participants should pay attention to relevant contact or notification information: 

22.1.1 Email: the email address used by Participants to log in to the registration system. 

22.1.2 The official website and registration system of the WMG2025. 

22.1.3 The Game’s APP of WMG2025 (scheduled to be launched in June 2024) 

22.2 Participants may contact or notify the Organizer through the following methods: 

22.2.1 Official mailbox. 

22.2.2 Telephone hotline (to be planned): Service hours are 8:30-18:30 from Monday to 

Saturday. (For the opening hours of the dedicated telephone line, please refer to the 

latest information on the WMG2025 website). 

22.2.3  Consultation services: Chinese and English services are available. 

22.2.4 Intelligent customer service 
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23. Disclaimer by Organizer and IMGA 

23.1 The Organizer shall maintain public safety during the WMG2025. If a Participant or a third 

party is harmed due to the lack of public safety in the competition, the Organizer shall be exempt 

from all compensation and other legal liability unless the Organizer commits intentional or gross 

negligence.  

23.2 If the Organizer finds that any of the following applies to the Participant, the Organizer may 

disqualify the Participant from participating in the Competition without refunding the entry fee, 

and without the participant’s claiming any compensation or indemnity: 

23.2.1 The registration information contained falsehoods, concealments or other untruths. 

23.2.2 Took part as substitute for another person 

23.2.3 Transfer of eligibility or related right to participate in this competition (including 

transfer of Accreditation Cards). 

23.2.4 Violation of the Participation Terms and Conditions, related regulations of the Game, 

instructions or decisions of the Organizer. 

23.3 Participants should evaluate and confirm that they meet the relevant requirements for entry into 

the R.O.C. If a Participant is unable to enter, with the result that this affects his or her 

participation in the games, the costs of air tickets, accommodation, and related expenses 

including participation expenses, shall be borne by the Participant. The Organizer is not 

responsible for ANY VISA rejections no matter when they happen. 

23.4 Participants should evaluate and judge on their own whether to accept the services (competition 

equipment rental, accommodation, travel services, etc.) provided by third parties that cooperate 

with the competition. If Participants suffer any loss or damage as a result, they shall be solely 

responsible. 

23.5 If a Participant is unable to complete registration or make any changes during the opening hours 

of the registration system due to mechanical failure or internet connection problems, or is unable 

to participate in the competition as scheduled due to traffic problems during the WMG2025, the 

Participant shall be responsible for all disadvantageous effect and the Organizer will not be 

responsible. 

23.6 Participants who have suffered damage or loss as a result of the Organizer’s necessity or 

reasonable cause to change the date or venue of the  WMG2025, or to discontinue, combine 

or adjust the events (including event- and age categories; or if there are too few applicants to 

hold a separate event), shall not be entitled to claim compensation or damages from the 

Organizer. 

23.7 Any damage caused by a Participant’s violation of the Participation Terms and Conditions, 

related regulations of the WMG2025, or instructions or decisions of the Organizer shall be the 

responsibility of the Participant, and he or she may not request compensation from the Organizer. 
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23.8 Participants are solely responsible for their own personal behavior during the Games such as 

issues, contacts or disputes between participants or third parties.  Participants are also required 

to bear the relevant legal responsibilities themselves. 

23.9   The guardian or legal representative shall be responsible for the care of the supporter under the 

age of 18 in the WMG2025. 

24. Prohibited matters 

Unless otherwise agreed, if a Participant meets any of the following circumstances, the organizer may 

disqualify him or her without giving any reason: 

24.1 Violation of the laws of R.O.C., the Participation Terms and Conditions, relevant regulations of 

the Game, instructions and decisions of the Organizer, IMGA, IOC protocol or other relevant 

regulations. 

24.2 Use of fraud, coercion or other improper methods to infringe the rights and interests of the 

Organizer, other Participants of the competition or third parties. 

24.3 Violation of the rights of children or adolescents. 

24.4 Commission of acts that infringe upon the property, intellectual property rights, portrait rights, 

privacy rights, reputation or other rights of the Organizer, other participants of the competition 

or others. 

24.5 Engaging in electoral campaigning or behavior in conflict with the regulations of the Public 

Officials Election and Recall Act. 

24.6 Deliberately uploading or publishing a large number of the same articles, causing overload on 

the network or system of the  WMG2025. 

24.7 Illegally accessing the Organizer’s network and systems, or other analytical activities such as 

reverse engineering of the software and other systems provided by the Organizer. 

24.8 Posting false information about the  WMG2025on social media. 

24.9 Becoming an operational risk to the running of the WMG2025. 

24.10 Improperly using other Participants’ account credentials to log in to the registration system. 

24.11 Failing to obtain prior permission from the Organizer to conduct political advocacy, publicity, 

advertising, solicitation, or business activities at the WMG2025. 

24.12 Assigning, transferring, setting up as a guarantee to another person, or in any other similar case, 

the rights or obligations related to the games without the prior permission of the Organizer 

24.13 Performing acts that benefit criminal organizations. 

24.14 All types of harassment. 

24.15  Behavior that the Organizer determines causes trouble for or harms the games. 

 

25. Severability of the agreement of the Participation Terms and Conditions, other provisions and 

application of laws and regulations 

25.1 If any provision of the Participation Terms and Conditions is invalid under the laws of R.O.C., 

it shall be ineffective only with respect to that provision, and shall not affect the validity of the 

https://law.moj.gov.tw/ENG/LawClass/LawAll.aspx?pcode=D0020010
https://law.moj.gov.tw/ENG/LawClass/LawAll.aspx?pcode=D0020010
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other provisions. This shall not apply, however, if the invalid part has such a significant impact 

on other provisions that they cannot be performed, or if they are performed but fail to achieve 

the purpose for which they were intended. 

25.2 Matters not covered by the Participation Terms and Conditions or other regulations shall be 

handled in accordance with the rules of the IMGA, the IOC and the laws and regulations of the 

R.O.C. 

26. Amendments to the Terms and Conditions 

26.1 The Organizer may amend the contents of the Participation Terms and Conditions according to 

its needs. 

26.2 The contents of the Participation Terms and Conditions shall take effect when the Organizer 

publishes them on its official website. 

26.3 When changes in the content of the Participation Terms and Conditions affect the rights of 

Participants, the Organizer shall notify Participants of these changes by email. The Participant 

shall be deemed to have agreed to the amended rules if he or she continues to participate in the 

Game even after these rules and regulations have changed. 

27. Applicable law and jurisdictional court 

27.1 The changes, validity, performance, and interpretation of the Participation Terms and 

Conditions and all matters related shall be governed by the laws of the Republic of China. 

27.2 If a civil lawsuit is filed due to a dispute arising from the Participation Terms and Conditions, 

both parties agree that the Taiwan Taipei District Court shall be the court of first instance. 
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